Proper oversight of a vendor requires due diligence tasks such as collecting documentation and reviewing it to spot items that present risk to your organization. It can be difficult to keep track of what still needs to be assigned, what tasks have been completed and where the vendor stands.

Venminder’s Oversight Management Module enables administrators to set up required tasks and assign out to create automated accountability across the organization. Users can then perform the task, mark complete and keep track of finished work through the vendor scorecard.

Set up oversight requirements to facilitate tasks that need to be done on a vendor inside the Venminder Third-Party Risk Management Platform.

**Key Benefits**

- **Easily customize due diligence efforts**
  
  Because requirements are set at the vendor and product level, you can easily create tasks for the vendor separately from specific items only needed for a particular product.

- **Drive consistency and compliance**
  
  By setting requirements and completing tasks, you ensure the required work is completed across all vendors.

- **Increase collaboration across the team**
  
  With the ability to assign tasks to users, or groups of users, and see previously completed work along with comments and results, you can easily collaborate in the platform to accomplish goals.

Learn more at venminder.com or call 1 (888) 836-6463